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Science challenge: Several problems in earth system modeling are dependent on highly multiscale phenomena, such as turbulence, where computational modeling is challenging and expensive. This issue is exacerbated in atmospheric and oceanic domains, due to inherent high-dimensionality of the problem. One approach to this problem has been reduced order modeling (ROM); which aims to represent the key physics of the phenomena as a low-dimensional system. AI methods have huge potential in building accurate, stable ROMs and parameter estimation for these ROMs, as it requires extracting nonlinearities and patterns from simulation and/or observational data. Developing physics-based AI approaches specialized for the complexities of multiscale data, along with strategies to account for uncertainties, will revolutionize rapid modeling, analysis and decision making for earth system problems of practical interest.

Focal Areas: Predictive modeling of complex systems with AI with tightly integrated component level models.

Narrative:
Model Reduction for ROM: Reducing dimensionality is the first step in constructing ROMs from a multiscale dataset [1-3]. This is often crucial to embed small- and meso-scale processes, such as the Cloud Resolving Models (CRMs), in each column of a large-scale model (ESM). ROMs will be constructed for both the forward and backward (adjoint) models, which are necessary for efficient parameter and state estimation. For example, consider the evolution of a non-linear, two-scale model with state variables \((X, x)\). The coarse physical process \(X\) evolves as \(\dot{X} = F(X; o(x), \Lambda)\) and defines boundary conditions and driving forces \(i(X)\) for the fine scale process. The fine-scale process evolves as \(\dot{x} = f(x; i(X), \lambda)\). It provides information (feedback) \(o(x)\) for the coarse-scale behavior through the computation of the response function \(o(x) = M[i(X)]\), that takes coarse-scale driving forces as arguments and returns suitable microscopic averages. Here \(\Lambda\) and \(\lambda\) are coarse- and fine-scale parameters that have to be determined from observations. Some of the most popular model reduction techniques are Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), including Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD), kernel PCA and more recently, neural network.

Figure 1 Two-scale hierarchical model with an adaptive sampling (AS) module inserted between the coarse-scale and the fine-scale. The AS module receives requests for fine-scale response information from the coarse-scale model.
autoencoders. These techniques identify the optimal basis vectors with a least-squares metric for a low dimensional representation of the system.

\[ q(x, t) = \bar{q}(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{N_{\text{POD}}} a_i^p(t) \phi_i(x) \]

Machine Learning based ROM: Reduced basis from model reduction is used to predict system evolution on a low-dimensional manifold. Popular methods involve Galerkin projection \([4,5]\) of the reduced basis on the governing equations like the Navier-Stokes equations. A POD-Galerkin projection will produce ROMs for the coarse and fine scale evolution. Since an accurate, global, low-dimensional model does not exist, we propose to decompose the coarse-scale ESM model into a number of local interacting subsystems. Each such subsystem will be coupled locally to a CRM and the reduction technique described above will be applied in parallel to each local (ESM, CRM) pair. The Galerkin Projection equation leads to the constant, linear and quadratic terms that are determined via an optimization and calibration process from the data (Fig.2). We remark that problems with this structure of unknown coefficients inside a known equation lend themselves well to be treated with differentiable programming techniques, among others. The unknown coefficients in the equations are represented by neural networks (NN) of appropriate dimensionality, and the adjoint-based backpropagation learns this NN accurately from the data \([6,7]\). This flexible abstraction lends itself to a variety of problems with arbitrary equation structures and smooth operators.

Distributed algorithms for coupled ROMs: In general, the ROMs for climate dynamics do not provide stable models that can predict its evolution over long time scales: the state evolution of these ROMs diverges to infinity. We expect to employ ML-based POD-Galerkin projection methods that generate stable local ROMs in polynomial form and distributed strategies to estimate the stability of coupled models of polynomial ODEs exist. These strategies use algebraic geometric techniques and can bound the dynamics of the coupled models without performing any dynamic simulations, using stability arguments from network control and safety verification methods. We can estimate bounds in the state space for the local dynamics given bounds on the states of the neighboring ROMs and we can learn structural corrections to the ROMs that provide dynamic stability, or detect when the ROMs become unstable, signaling a change in the climate state. Developing tools to discriminate the intrinsic instability of the climate from the instability due to the imperfection of ROMs will be necessary.

Adaptive Sampling (AS) strategies: Since the computational cost of directly embedding CRMs remains prohibitive, we can employ AS strategy (Fig.1) to learn the map \( o(x) = M[i(X)] \) that provides (local) fine-scale feedback to the coarse ESM models. Since we expect the CRM to explore a large number of dynamic regimes, we expect to adaptively update their reduced order approximations. We can use AS \([8]\) to substantially reduce the total number of expensive fine-scale updates and to produce a library of CRMs that is only updated when significant drift in the large-scale driving forces \( i(X) \) is detected. We should implement an AS library to operate at the coarse scale, as dynamic drift is expected at this scale as well, and ROMs for the ESM have to be
updated as the system evolves. Therefore, distributed techniques are needed to detect where and when the ROM models become inadequate and should be corrected. This ties in with the distributed approach, where local ROMs can be tailored to retain/truncate basis contingent on local physics, while simultaneously adhering to global conservation laws. This can be dynamically learned from differentiable programming-based POD-Galerkin models described above.

**Data assimilation for parameter estimation:** For models at both global and local scales. We propose to pose the estimation of coarse, $\Lambda$, and fine-scale, $\lambda$, parameters as an optimization problem that seeks to minimize the difference (cost) between the predicted model behavior and observations. We embed the cost into a Bayesian framework [9], in order to get an estimate of parameters uncertainty. We will use a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo approach to sample efficiently over the posterior distribution in parameter space. This requires the computation of the derivatives of the cost function in order to predict the change in response due to change in parameters, and will be implemented efficiently using an adjoint formulation that simultaneously computes the sensitivities with respect to hundreds of parameters. Similar to the construction of two-scale, coupled ROMs for the forward evolution models, we will build POD bases and low-dimensional approximations in the adjoint space to speed up the adjoint computation. We envision local inference strategies to estimate these parameters in parallel given the local (ESM, CRM) pair models and data.

**Scalable Machine Learning for ROMs:** To identify optimal low dimensional representations of the forward and backward adjoint models from large datasets and optimally estimate parameters for two-scale coupled ROMs, sophisticated control strategies will be needed, such as adaptive control/learning and/or reinforcement learning. These will need to be scalable in order to optimize over a large parameter space, and distributed in order to be tailored to local physics. Optimization and control toolkits have been used to enable hybrid AI/physics simulation workflows as part of large scientific applications. Scalable reinforcement learning frameworks are being developed to enable distributed control on high-performance computers, where heterogeneous learning and inference tasks co-exist with model execution on shared resources. This maximizes resource utilization and minimizes communication costs.

**Candidate Application:** Biogeochemical (BGC) models [10,11] involve various simplified parameterizations to mathematically describe the complicated biogeochemical cycling processes in concern. We introduce free parameters to regulate the functioning of these algebraic parameterizations, which need to be tuned to match model results with real data. Unfortunately, traditional parameter tuning/estimation during model calibration becomes challenging primarily due to the curse of dimensionality. This manifests in: 1) Numerous tunable parameters, exploring a large parameter space. 2) Tuning all parameters simultaneously is intractable and expensive. 3) Parameter tuning has spatial limitations: a well calibrated model in one region may not be suitable for another region. 4) Comprehensive uncertainty quantification is nearly intractable. Nearly all these issues can be targeted with distributed, coupled ML-ROMs described above, since the equations are low-dimensional and considerably fewer parameters. Finally, we emphasize that these strategies are broadly applicable to ESM problems, as it can better learn from large observational/simulation datasets, while incorporating physics constraints.
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